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Webster's New World Telecom DictionaryWebster's New World, 2007
Webster’s New World Telecom Dictionary, by Ray Horak, is a comprehensive telecommunications dictionary of more than 7,500 terms critical to understanding voice, data, video, and multimedia communications system and network technologies, applications, and regulation. Given the convergence of computing and communications, the book also...
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CCNA Fast PassSybex, 2003
The Perfect CCNA Preparation and Review Tool
   From the author of Sybex’s best-selling CCNA: Cisco Certified Network Associate Study Guide comes the streamlined tool you need to hone in on critical CCNA information: CCNA Fast Pass. The enclosed CD lets you practice, practice, practice so you can...
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SQL HacksO'Reilly, 2006
 Whether you're running Access, MySQL, SQL Server, Oracle, or PostgreSQL, this book will help you push the limits of traditional SQL to squeeze data effectively from your database. The book offers 100 hacks -- unique tips and tools -- that bring you the knowledge of experts who apply what they know in the real world to help you...
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Thinking in Java (2nd Edition)Pearson Education, 2000
Perfect for migrating to Java from a fellow object-oriented language  (such as C++), the second edition of Thinking in Java continues the  earlier version's thoughtful approach to learning Java inside and out, while  also bringing it up to speed with some of the latest in Java 2 features. This  massive tutorial covers many of the nooks and...
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Core Data iOS EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2011

	Since its invention, iPhone has been inspiring developers around the world to develop applications for it. Several applications can be built for iPhone, which include Web applications, Native iPhone applications, Games, Weather, News applications, Data driven applications, and so on.


	Looking at the huge demand of developing data...
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AutoCAD 2012 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	If you are completely new to AutoCAD or just feeling a little rusty, this book will help start the wheels turning and keep you rolling in the right direction. Tidbits of historical insight and explanations help you understand not only "how" to perform a task, but "why." David's friendly and humorous writing style makes...
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XPages Portable Command Guide: A Compact Resource to XPages Application Development and the XSP LanguageIBM Press, 2012

	A Practical Primer for XPages Application Development, Debugging, and Performance


	 


	Using XPages, Lotus® Notes® and Domino® developers can quickly create state-of-the-art web, mobile, and Notes client business applications using standard...
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Mastering Adobe Captivate 7Packt Publishing, 2014

	Bring a new level of interactivity and sophistication to your e-learning content with the user-friendly features of Adobe Captivate. This practical tutorial will teach you everything from automatic recording to advanced tips and tricks.


	Overview

	
		Enhance your projects by adding interactivity, animations,...
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Practical Web DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn CSS, JavaScript, PHP, and more with this vital guide to modern web development


	About This Book

	
		Explore how the web is built from its foundations – learn everything from basic HTML through to JavaScript, PHP and beyond
	
		Discover the latest trends in modern web development and...
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Oxford Practice GrammarOxford University Press, 1999
Who is this book for?

Oxford Practice Grammar is for students of English at a middle or 'intermediate' level. This means students who are no longer beginners but who are not yet expert in English. The book is suitable for those studying for the Cambridge First Certificate in English. It can be used by students attending classes or by...
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BlackBerry Enterprise Server 5 Implementation GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	BlackBerry Enterprise Server is a platform that extends corporate messaging and collaboration services to BlackBerry devices. It supports management and administration of devices, and also supports deployment of third-party applications on the BlackBerry device platform. The basics of installing BlackBerry Enterprise Server are familiar for...
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Maya Studio Projects Photorealistic Characters (Autodesk Official Training Guides)Sybex, 2011

	The term photorealistic is thrown around a lot and is often undefined. Although it seems obvious—photorealistic means something looks like a photo—the word requires a greater explanation. There are many facets to photorealism. This is true because as a CG artist, you have control over everything. Achieving 100 percent realism...
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